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Before a potential new initiative is released to the wider public, investors can participate in a presale
for cryptocurrencies.

 

However, before investing in a new cryptocurrency, investors should educate themselves thoroughly
about the project and its scope. Additionally, did you know that crypto presales are a superior option
to crypto ETFs and the top crypto index funds?

 

Listed below are evaluations of the greatest bitcoin presales to investigate immediately. Most of
these digital assets are also included in our list of the best cryptos to purchase on the downturn.
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What is a Crypto Presale?
 

 

In advance of an ICO, investors can participate in something called a “presale” to purchase crypto
assets (ICO). The main goal of a crypto presale for the development team is to get funding.
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Additionally, it can be used as a trial run in the market before the ICO is launched. Pre–sale
cryptocurrency tokens, however, offer substantial returns to investors. To elaborate, during a
presale, the platform’s website is typically used to sell crypto tokens at steep discounts.

 

Token value may increase after being traded. The investor can either cash out their tokens at the
current market price or hold on to them in the hopes of further price appreciation.

 

The strategy will ultimately be determined by the nature of the project and the investor’s comfort
level with risk. Some projects even provide bonuses like premium memberships, extra tokens, and
early access to all the cool stuff.
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5 Best Crypto Presales To Buy In July 2024
 

 

Due to the fact that crypto ICOs represent token offerings from brand new businesses with no
market history or established network of supporters, it is essential to do comprehensive research
before investing in any crypto presale.
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Every day, dozens of new companies are introduced to the market, and while many of them boast
innovative concepts, solid teams, and sound tokenomics, the success of their investors cannot be
assured.

 

Investors should know their own risk tolerance and ability to withstand losses before making a
pre–sale investment, as this type of investment carries the biggest potential for both gain and loss.
We think the following projects are going to have the most successful crypto presales in 2024.
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1. Pepe Unchained ($PEPU) – Best Crypto Presale to Invest
In Overall
 

In the realm of presales, Pepe Unchained ($PEPU) is now one of the most talked-about projects.
Despite just being out for a little over two weeks, the presale has already raised over $2 million,
which is a huge plus. Rarely does a coin that is thought of as a fork of an existing coin receive this
much attention.

 

 



 

 

 

The rationale behind this is that Pepe Unchained aims to enhance the original Pepe Coin (PEPE)
rather than merely imitating it. The project’s foundation on its own layer-2 network is essential to its
plans for doing this. Pepe was confined to his antiquated and cumbersome Layer ONE server room,
as they themselves put it.

 

 

The enormous advantages of having its own layer-2 space are now available to it. The advantages for
investors include a better capacity for volume transactions, the lowest transaction fees, and instant
and cheap charge bridging between Ethereum and Pepe Chain. Investors will have the opportunity
to earn double staking rewards, which is even more appealing.
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2.99Bitcoins – Learn2Earn Crypto Launched on Presale, Get
Staking Yields and Trading Signals 
 

With over 700,000 users, 99Bitcoins ($99BTC) is a well-established crypto-learning platform that has
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finally released its own presale token. Tokenizing 99Bitcoins in 2024 made it possible for users to
have access to trade signals, community advantages, and staking rewards on a learn-to-earn
cryptocurrency platform.

 

Pre-sale for $99BTC, 99Bitcoins’ native token, began not long ago. There will be a total of 99 billion
tokens in circulation, and the presale will distribute 14.85 billion of these. Currently, one $99BTC
token is worth $0.001. Members of VIP groups can exchange tokens, meet other token holders, and
learn more about cryptocurrencies.

 

Plus, you may stay one step ahead of the ever-changing markets with the help of expert trading
signals. One major perk is having access to a crypto-learning program with both beginner and
intermediate modules. Members of 99Bitcoins earn crypto tokens when they participate in quizzes,
complete assignments, and move through the curriculum.

 

Those interested in a steady stream of income have the opportunity to bet $99BTC on the safe smart
contract. The current Annual Percentage Yields (APYs) offered by 99Bitcoins exceed 70,000.
Because of all these factors, 99Bitcoins had a successful presale launch, bringing in over $100,000
in less than 24 hours. 99Bitcoins has set a hard cap for the presale at $11 million.

 

Join the 99Bitcoins Telegram channel and read the whitepaper to find out more about this
cryptocurrency presale. Check out our buying 99Bitcoins tutorial for additional details.

 

 



Presale Started April 2024
Purchase Methods ETH, BNB, USDT, Card
Chain Ethereum (to be bridged to Bitcoin)
Starting Price $0.001
2024 Price Prediction $0.004
Raised So Far $940,000+

 

 

Pros

 

Provides rewards while teaching community members.
Massive staking yields
Provides trading signals.

 

Cons

May experience some early volatility
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3. WienerAI – A New Meme Coin With a Dog Theme and
High Staking Reward
 

WienerAI aspires to join the ranks of Dogecoin, Bonk, Myro, and Shiba Inu, among other dog-themed
meme coins.

 



 

Currently, WienerAI is available for purchase through a token presale that consists of numerous
stages, with progressively greater token prices at each stage. To receive the best deal on tokens, it’s
recommended to join the presale as soon as feasible.

 

For the WAI Inu presale, you can buy $WAI with ETH or USDT by connecting your wallet to the site.

 

To get in on the big staking benefits, stake your $WAI tokens as soon as you buy them. Remember
that the APY will decrease dramatically as the number of tokens purchased and staked increases. So,
if you want to get in on this initiative early and stake, it might be a good idea.

 

Your tokens will be available for claim after the token presale concludes. The token presale will
utilize half of the 6.9 billion tokens that will be available. As stated in the Wiener AI whitepaper, the
remaining 30% go toward the staking incentives.

 

Presale Started April 2024
Purchase Methods ETH, USDT, BNB, MATIC, Card
Chain Ethereum
Starting Price $0.0003045
2024 Price Prediction $0.006
Raised So Far $640,000+



 

Pros

 

Presale of new tokens
Coin with a dog theme
APY with high stakes

 

 

Cons

Not useful at this time
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4. Sealana –Buy New SOL Seal-Themed Meme Coin Before
Summer Altcoin Frenzy
A fat seal named Sealana has been lowered into the Solana Sea. Sealana has given up on his slim
figure in favor of a trader’s diet of canned tuna and chips, becoming more and more glued to his
computer as he grows older. He is absolutely obsessed with finding the next big Solana meme coin,
and his flippers are going crazy trying to find it.

 

A new SOL joke coin called Sealana is being presaled in a “Send to Wallet” format, taking influence
from South Park’s World of Warcraft character. The creators of the SLERF coin, which became viral
in March 2024 and witnessed huge profits in a short period of time, are supposedly behind it. Users
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have the option to send SOL straight to the presale wallet or obtain $SEAL using the website widget.
Participating users will be eligible to receive token airdrops once the presale ends.

 

It is recommended to participate early in the presale because the price will increase as the event
progresses. Currently, 1 SOL will fetch 6,900 $SEAL. Make sure you use a DEX wallet if you want to
pay with tokens straight to Sealana’s wallet. Tokens from CEXs won’t be eligible for the airdrop.

 

 

Presale Started May 2024
Purchase Methods SOL
Chain Solana
Starting Price $0.01932
Listing Price N/D
Raised So Far $130,000+

Pros

 

Presale of new tokens
Meme coin with a seal theme
Expected to soar ahead of this summer’s cryptocurrency feeding frenzy

 

 

Cons

Not useful at this time
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5. Mega Dice Token – The Native Crypto of a Well-Known
Online Casino 
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Using blockchain technology to provide greater transparency, earning potential, and frequent
payouts, the Mega Dice Token is a leading platform in the cryptocurrency sector. The presale for the
native token, $DICE, has just begun.

 

 

 

With a maximum supply of 420 million tokens, the presale is distributing 35%, or 147 million tokens.
The current first-round price of $DICE is $0.069 as of this writing. The presale has already raised
over $320,000 in the short time it has been running.

 

You can utilize $DICE to get special perks and promotions, as well as priority access to the casino
games, on the sports betting and casino platform. For high yearly payouts, stake the token for ten
days, three months, or six months. Use this new GameFi token to get your hands on Mega Dice’s
limited-edition NFTs.

 

In addition, presale participants in the Mega Dice Token can participate in an airdrop campaign that
will deliver 2.25 million USDT. Also, there’s a referral scheme that token holders can join to get a
25% cut of the profits from new referrals. All things considered, Mega Dice Token ranks high among
2024’s finest new presales.



 

 

Presale Started April 2024
Purchase Methods SOL, ETH, BNB
Chain Solana
Starting Price $0.069
2024 Price Prediction $0.172
Raised So Far $9.3 million

 

 

 

Pros

 

Gain first access to games and save money while playing.
High profits on staking and daily bonuses
Gain from the program for affiliates

 

Cons

Could initially cause volatility
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How to Identify the Best Crypto Presales  in 2024
 

Solid study is required to locate the top crypto presales for 2024. Once a possible presale is
identified, savvy investors conduct extensive research on the project’s objective, legitimacy, team,
token utility, tokenomics, social media, backing and support, and hazards.

 

Cryptocurrency websites

Look for listings on cryptocurrency aggregator websites, news articles, and trusted sites such as
CoinGape!

 

Crypto presale websites

Check for dedicated presale listing websites, however keep in mind that some postings may be
sponsored by the project.

 

Social Media and Forums

The best cryptocurrency presales will have a strong following and generate genuine excitement on
social media and forums.

 

Crypto Launchpads

Popular exchanges offer crypto launchpads, or incubators, where they promote and support new
coins and may commit to listing them when they launch.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Is it a Good Investment to Buy Crypto Presales?
 

There are advantages and disadvantages to investing in cryptocurrencies during presales. We have
detailed some of the main benefits of participating in the top crypto presales of the year below.

 

 

Large Upside Potential in Value

 

When tokens are offered during presales, they are sold at a discount before the ICO.
Those that invest in the token early will have a distinct advantage since they will be able to
buy coins at a discount and then resell them at a higher price after the token is listed on an
exchange.
There’s also the possibility that the token’s value will increase as the project develops. At the
same time, the investor can buy more coins at the beginning of the sale because the price is so
low.

 

 

 

Make Money Doing Nothing

It is also becoming normal practice for cryptocurrency projects to provide passive income to
its early investors.
It’s possible to find this in a variety of shapes and sizes. For instance, it is now normal practice
for crypto projects to disperse transaction taxes in the form of status incentives to investors.
For instance, every time a user makes a purchase on the Avoteo platform, the token holders
will receive a 3 percent bonus. Many digital currency projects also include a staking function,
which rewards holders of tokens with a portion of the network’s transaction fees in exchange
for keeping them locked away.
If you’re looking for the best crypto presale to invest in, it could pay you to research the extra
benefits and potential for passive income that the project provides.
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Conclusion
 

 

Investors can get in on the ground floor of a promising new crypto project by participating in the
presale. Not only will they be able to purchase tokens at a discount, but they will also be eligible for
staking prizes and other benefits from the community.

 

However, with dozens of new crypto projects launching every month, it can be difficult to determine
which presale offers the highest return on investment.Having already received over $4.3 million in a
month’s time during its presale, Meta Masters Guild is our top pick since it is developing the first
ever Web3 mobile gaming platform.

 

Project M2E An additional excellent option is the M2E venture FightOut, which has already raised
$4 million to transform the exercise industry via its app and aims to construct physical gyms.
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Where To Trade Crypto?
 

You can trade crypto futures on BTCC Now.  Over 300 USDT-margined perpetual trading pairs are
available for users to trade, including many popular altcoins and meme-coins.

 

Trade on BTCC Now

 

You can deposit and receive up to 10,055 USDT now when you sign up and verify your account on
BTCC Every new user gets a 10 USDT coupon after completing their registration. You will also get
an additional 20 USDT coupon on completing your KYC verification.

 

Check more details.
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BTCC is a leading cryptocurrency trading platform that is distinguished by its ability to balance the
simplicity of use with advanced features. It provides a comprehensive educational program through
the BTCC Academy, 24/7 customer support, and robust security to both novices and experts. BTCC is
a top choice for digital asset investors due to its emphasis on user contentment, which fosters a
secure and informed trading environment across a variety of cryptocurrencies.

 

BTCC is one of the few exchanges in the market that offers high-leverage options for investors and
concentrates extensively on futures trading. Users have access to more than 300 USDT-margined
perpetual trading pairs, which encompass numerous prominent altcoins and meme-coins.
Additionally, the platform has recently implemented spot trading to facilitate novice users who may
not be acquainted with futures trading.

 

Established Reputation: BTCC is one of the oldest and most well-known cryptocurrency
exchanges, having been operational since 2011. Its history in the market enhances its
credibility and trustworthiness.
A Diverse Selection of Cryptocurrencies: BTCC allows customers to access and exchange a
wide range of digital assets.
Margin and Futures Trading: BTCC provides margin and futures trading options, allowing
customers to expand their trading holdings and potentially increase their profits.
Proficient Trading Instruments: such as real-time market data, trading charts, and
technical analysis indicators. These tools can help users make informed trading decisions.
Security Measures: BTCC values security and uses a variety of safeguards to secure
customer payments and information. This includes two-factor authentication (2FA) and cold
storage of cryptocurrency assets.

 

 

BTCC Guide:

 

How to Trade Crypto Futures Contracts on BTCC
BTCC Guide-How to Deposit Crypto on BTCC?
What is Crypto Futures Trading – Beginner’s Guide
What is Leverage in Cryptocurrency? How Can I Trade at 100X Leverage?
BTCC Review 2024: Best Crypto Futures Exchange
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Crypto Buying Guides:

How To Buy Bitcoin (BTC)
How To Buy Picoin
How To Buy Ethereum (ETH)
How To Buy Dogecoin (DOGE)
How To Buy Pepe Coin (PEPE) 
How To Buy Ripple (XRP) 

 

 

 

Crypto Prediction:

Ethereum (ETH) Price Prediction 2024, 2025, 2030 — Will ETH Reach $10,000?
Ethereum Price Prediction 2024, 2025, 2030: How High Can ETH Go in 2024?
Bitcoin (BTC) Price Prediction 2024, 2025, 2030 — Is BTC a Good Investment?
Ripple (XRP) Price Prediction 2024, 2025, 2030 — Will XRP Reach $1 After SEC Lawsuit?
Pi Coin Price Prediction 2024,2025,2030 — Is Pi Coin a Good Buy?
Pepe (PEPE) Price Prediction 2024, 2025, 2030 – Will PEPE Reach $1
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